ANNUAL REPORT • FISCAL YEAR 2018/19
UPPO IS THE LEADING COMMUNITY AND RESOURCE FOR UNCLAIMED PROPERTY
COMPLIANCE, EDUCATION, NETWORKING, ADVOCACY AND REFORM.

LEADERSHIP LETTER
Reflecting on fiscal year 2018/19, we are pleased to report that
UPPO continues to thrive thanks to our world-class member
benefits. The organization held its largest annual conference yet,
with 690 attendees. The UPPO Unclaimed Property Certificate
Program expanded, adding an intermediate tier to provide additional
professional development opportunities for our members. We also
broadened our Industry Focus Conference Calls, adding quarterly
calls for two additional industries and giving members more
opportunities to discuss hot topics between conferences.
As more states introduce legislation inspired by the Revised Uniform
Unclaimed Property Act, UPPO’s advocacy role continues to grow.
We continued to refine and improve our advocacy structure and
processes last year to help ensure the unclaimed property community
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has an effective voice when legislative and regulatory issues develop.
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Delivering these benefits and services is only possible if UPPO
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operates effectively and efficiently. Last year, the UPPO Board of
Directors undertook a review of our management company and our
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organization’s investment portfolio. Following thorough reviews of
both, we confirmed that UPPO receives significant value from our
management company, Forius, and our investment services company,
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RBC. As a result, the board chose to extend these relationships.
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Another important initiative in FY 2018/19 was updating UPPO’s
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strategic plan. UPPO board members and key committee leaders
participated in a strategic planning session and a special meeting
directly related to advocacy. This intensive exercise and subsequent
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refinements resulted in our road map for the next three fiscal years.
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UPPO is well-positioned to build on our accomplishments as we
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move forward together. We hope you’ll continue to stay engaged
and share your thoughts, leadership and passion with the UPPO
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community.
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ADVOCACY
UPPO advocates on behalf of the holder community in
state legislatures, the courts, and other influential decisionmaking bodies.
The advocacy agenda of UPPO focuses on achieving:

CONSISTENCY

TOP PRIORITY
ADVOCACY ISSUES
To continue refining
and improving the
organization’s advocacy
work, UPPO’s Government
Relations and Advocacy
Committee (GRAC)
developed position
statements for its top five
priority issues:
n Record retention,
statutes of limitations
and use of estimation

FAIRNESS

n Rules for taking custody
of abandoned property
and foreign property
n B2B exemptions
n Derivative rights

CLARITY
BALANCE
ADVOCACY HIGHLIGHTS
n UPPO registered as a lobbyist in the state of California with plans
to actively promote a voluntary disclosure program.
n UPPO continued to monitor RUUPA-inspired state legislation and
submitted letters in opposition or support as appropriate.
n UPPO worked with a coalition of Minnesota-based members,
industry groups and other stakeholders to address concerns with
new RUUPA legislation.
n UPPO conducted strategic planning specific to UPPO’s advocacy
goals to refine and enhance the organization’s advocacy
initiatives.

n Presumed
abandonment of
securities

GRAC STRUCTURE
GRAC developed an
updated structure to focus
efforts on these areas:
n Issue identification
n Drafting position
statements, model
language and other
responses to proposed
legislation
n Implementation
strategies
n Communication
strategies to key
stakeholders

EDUCATION
TOPICS COVERED
AT EDUCATION
OFFERINGS

Number of attendees at the

Retail industry basics

attended in UPPO history.

2019 Annual Conference
in New Orleans. Highest

Insurance industry basics

690

Healthcare industry
basics
Policies and procedures
Unclaimed property in
the general ledger

Number of Unclaimed Property Certificate
Program basic tier participants, 42 of whom
completed the program.

Securities audits
Record retention
Asset recovery

Certificate

51

53

Certificate

Certificate

Number of Unclaimed Property Certificate

Program intermediate tier participants, 45 of
whom completed the program.

9

Number of
webinars hosted
last year. 776
professionals
attended.

Number of participants in Industry Focus Conference calls. UPPO
held quarterly conference calls for three industries to build on the
success of Annual Conference industry breakout sessions.

416

FINANCIAL OVERVIEW
UPPO had another outstanding year

INCOME - $1,049,549

financially due to the record-breaking
annual conference in New Orleans,
which had 690 attendees. For the first
time in UPPO’s history, total revenues
for the organization surpassed $1
million. UPPO finished the fiscal year
with net operating income of $166,648
versus budget of $40,088.
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The Finance Committee conducted an

DUES

in-depth review of UPPO’s investment
services and the recommendation
was made to maintain the current
relationship with RBC. With careful
investment of UPPO’s assets, $294,781
was added to cash from operations,
increasing UPPO’s net equity by

OTHER
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approximately $177,000.
The UPPO Board of Directors also

EXPENSES - $890,708

issued a request for proposals for
association management services.
After an exhaustive review, UPPO
elected to maintain the services of
Forius, which has been providing
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management services for UPPO since
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2010. Management services fees
make up one of the largest expenses
for UPPO, so the board continually
monitors the contract and services
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provided on behalf of the membership.
The leadership and staff of UPPO
take their responsibility as stewards of

5.6%

the association’s assets very seriously
and will continue to protect the equity
of the organization to invest in our
members’ success.
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STRATEGIC PLAN
Fiscal years: May 1, 2019
thru April 30, 2022
VISION STATEMENT
UPPO is the bridge between our
members and the states to identify
and implement common ground
solutions to benefit all stakeholders.

MISSION STATEMENT
UPPO is the leading community
and resource for unclaimed property
compliance, education, networking,
advocacy and reform.

GOAL:
Advocacy – Laws are consumer and
compliance friendly
Objectives:
n Evaluate structure of Government
Relations and Advocacy
Committee to become more agile
and effective
n Create and maintain a priority
issues list
n Concentrate on limited number of
priority issues that impact greatest
number of members
n Increase ability to create grass
roots advocacy by understanding
our members political and policy
interests and connections
n Develop a broader base of
members within organizations
(C-suite)
n Build relationships with
stakeholder groups
n Increase the understanding and
importance of advocacy with
members and other stakeholder
groups

GOAL:

GOAL:

Public Perception – Property
owners and holders have a good
understanding of unclaimed
property and their role in ownership

Education – Compliance,
Consistency and Identify Member
Needs

Objectives:
n Create communications materials
for holder members or fee based
for non-member
n Develop marketing campaigns
leveraging social media and
technology
n Create information about the role
of Claimant Representatives – how
beneficiaries work in unclaimed
property
n Develop strategy to align with
other stakeholder groups to
increase positive public perception
of unclaimed property
n Develop and implement
strategy for press releases and
standardized contact guidelines
n Create UPPO sponsored
information for consumers

GOAL:
State Relations - Build a
constructive relationship with the
states
Objectives:
n Increase state administration
(NAUPA) attendance at the annual
conference
n Develop projects together with the
states to restore mutual trust
n Work with states and claimant
representatives to maximize
reunification of property to
consumers
n Design and implement standard
audit protocol for consistent
compliance
n Work with states to develop
uniform data standards
n Promote fair and balanced
uniformity in state laws

Objectives:
n Continue to support the existing
certificate program and research
the implementation of a
certification program
n Increase efforts to Identify
and meet member needs for
education
n Evaluate existing education
delivery methods and explore the
need for additional educational
delivery opportunities
n Enhance the speaker registry and
ensure UPPO provides best in
class speakers for all education
events
n Add increased focus on more
compliance topics to enable
members to effectively perform
their duties
n Develop tools to assist in
disseminating education internally
for member companies
n Research the possibility of
developing curriculum for postsecondary education

